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Pencaet 
Community News 
Pencaitland Parish Church 

Pencaitland Primary 40th Celebrations 

 
Although already in use from the previous August, the 
current Primary School in Pencaitland was officially 
opened with a very big ceremony on 3rd May 1976. 
Plans had been several years in the making as the 

previous building – now Castlesound Studio, a leading UK recording studio – was no 
longer suitable. The old glebe lands for the local minister had been bought from the 
church, allowing it to be sited in what was described at the time as “surroundings 
unsurpassed by any school in Scotland”. And Brotherhood of Man was No.1 in the 
charts with “Save Your Kisses for Me” - still one of the biggest-selling Eurovision 
winners ever – and which the children have been learning as part of the 40th 
anniversary programme. 

The school also held an exhibition and open day at the start of May. A 
vast amount of information has been collected in recent months, 
including photos, memorabilia, audio interviews and video recordings. 
Previous pupils and members of staff have been back in touch and 
able to share memories, all 
of which can be found via 
the Pencaitland Primary 
School Alumni Facebook 
group (visit by going to 
bit.ly/PPSALUMNI ).  

 

Although the exhibition is 
now past, records will be 
archived formally in the 
John Gray Centre in Haddington. The vision also is to maintain a 
Digital Time Capsule, as part of a living history project which will 
continue to be added to in the future (visit bit.ly/PPSLH). This will 
contain both past memories and new ones as they arise. 

 

Happy Birthday! We wish you every success for the future.   
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Everyone always welcome 
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As Pencaitland Primary celebrates its 40th 
anniversary, we also have another 40th 

milestone to honour. Mary McCall, Headteacher for the last 7 years, will be 
'putting away her chalk and dusting her hands' for the last time. Having spent 40 
years in teaching, Mary will retire in the Summer. 

Teaching wasn't always her dream and she had toyed with other thoughts in her 
younger years. She'd initially liked the idea of being a bus conductress, which 
then later changed to ballet dancing, but it was not to be. Although she still loves 
dancing, Mary comes from a family of teachers and teaching was in her blood. 

Hailing from Cumnock and having taught in Ayrshire for 4 years, Mary 
transferred to East Lothian in 1981 for the remainder of her career. Initial years 

as a class teacher in Yester, Saltoun and Innerwick, then as a senior teacher in East Linton, 
were followed by a time as Depute in Tranent. Having enjoyed the extra responsibility and 
challenge of management and school development, Mary's first Headteacher post was in 
Direlton, where she remained for 6 years before coming to Pencaitland in 2009. 

When asked about her reflections, the first thing Mary said was she would miss the children. 
Nearly always happy to speak freely and openly, children can be both refreshing and crushing. 
One memory from her first week as a Depute was when a boy in Primary 7 commented on her 
wearing grey. Then, completely without malice, said “You don't suit it. See that red outfit last 
week... that suited you!” 

As Mary looks forward to the next chapter in her life, she hopes to spend more time walking, 
especially with friends. There's also an opportunity for more travelling, without being restricted by 
school holidays and premium rates. These can now be more spontaneous or last minute. She 
may even write a book. Mary has always enjoyed making up short stories, just for fun and as a 
kind of creative release, but perhaps with more time available she may manage to put some of 
these together and get them published – something to hand on to her daughter, Mhairi. 

Although the school term ends on 1st July, Mary's responsibilities for school and staff will 
continue until August, when a new Headteacher will hopefully be in place at the start of the new 
term. She hopes the new person will be happy and enjoy the 
time in Pencaitland as much as she has. Looking back over 
40 years, it has been a rewarding vocation. People of course 
respond differently to education and the educational 
experience and there are always lows as well as highs. 
However, Mary has always tried to be aware that, as a 
teacher, she is also a role-model for those in her charge. 
Occasionally she has had the pleasure to meet former pupils 
many years after the time she taught them. To know you 
have been a positive influence in another person's journey 
brings both humility and satisfaction. We wish Mary well in 
her retirement. DT 

Farewell to Mrs McCall  

Spaces for Immediate Start  

The playgroup has places available on a 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday morning for an immediate 

start date.  
 

Fun and safe  

We provide a fun, safe environment for 
children from 2 years of age.  

 

Find out more  

For more details or to join the waiting list 
call  07810 835099 or email 

pencaitland_playgroup@yahoo.co.uk  

 

Pencaitland Playgroup is a 
Registered Scottish Charity 

(SC000003)  
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CONNECTIONS CAFE AT THE CARRIAGE HOUSE PENCAITLAND  

 

It is exciting to report that funding has been achieved for the refurbishment of the kitchen in the 
Carriage House at the church and is planned to be completed by the end of July. We wish to thank all 
agencies and individuals who have contributed to this appeal.  

A community cafe will open weekly on Fridays starting at the beginning of September - look out for 
information about this nearer the time. Everyone will be warmly welcomed and will be able to enjoy a 
light lunch of soup and filled rolls, scones, cakes and coffee 
and tea at very reasonable prices.  

It is hoped that the cafe will expand its times of opening 
depending on other activities in the Carriage House and how 
well it is received by the community. We will be very open to 
suggestions and ideas and very pleased to have offers of 
help on the week to week operation of the cafe which will be 
run by volunteers. If you would like to help in any way please 
contact a member of the team through the website 
www.pencaitlandparishchurch.org 

Pencaitland Day Centre – 25 Years Young 

 

Some said it would never last, while others gave it only 6 months! 
But, 25 years on, January 2016 marked a quarter century since 
the start of the Pencaitland Day Centre, or Lunch Club as it's also 
known. Originally requiring 40 members to be pronounced viable, 
it still retains between 35 to 40 regulars. Only 3 now remain from the beginning, yet it has 
constantly been renewed by new people over the years, and it continues to occupy a significant 
place in our community. 

Always assured of a warm welcome, friendly company and good fun, it has proved invaluable 
as a place to make friends and a way to keep in touch – especially so for people moving into the 
area or for those who don't otherwise manage out much. People come from all around. The 
Council lays on a free bus to collect folk from Winton and Pencaitland; others drive or cadge lifts 
from East Saltoun, Glenkinchie, Gifford, Haddington and even Cockburnspath. 

Meeting on Wednesdays, the day starts in the Trevelyan Hall at 10am, followed by a variety of 
activities or entertainments at 11am and lunch at noon, before the bus comes to take folk home 
again at 1.30pm. On occasion, trips are organised to other places and the Christmas party is 
always a highlight. 

Blessed by a hard-working and caring committee, plus a willing team of volunteers in the 
kitchen (the soup is outstanding), the Council regards it as one of the best run Day Centres in 
the county. At £1.50 per head, it's hard to beat. 

There is always a place for new people (as long as they don't cheat at dominoes) and additional 
or occasional helpers would be greatly appreciated. A special Coffee Morning will be held in 
October/November, with stalls taken by local community organisations. Their Facebook Page 
(Pencaitland Day Centre) will have more information nearer the time. To speak to the 
Chairperson, Isobel Gardiner, please ring her on 01875 341251 or 07541 369401.  

 

Congratulations on your first quarter century! We look forward to the next.   
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Schools & Headteachers – 40 years on 

 

Over the years there have been major changes in education methods. 40 years ago, new teach-
ers could expect to find three things in their classroom desk when they walked in – a class regis-
ter, chalk and a belt. With the tawse now a thing of the past, teachers now have to think of more 
creative ways of responding to misbehaviour. Class registers still exist, albeit perhaps in a more 
digital format, but you may have to hunt to find a piece of chalk. The blackboard has been almost 
completely eclipsed by white-boards and screens, and a new teacher is much more likely to find 
pens in a new desk, plus a clicker for the projector. 

Information Technology (IT) now plays a big part in the classroom experience. Computers and 
the ability to connect to the internet are essential. Homework may be given by email and photo-
copying has replaced the old Banda machine. 

Some things of course have not changed. They've just taken on a new form. One of the most fun-
damental of these is how to manage the gap between what one would like to do and the re-
sources available to do them. 

Adequate funding has always been an issue in Scottish education. In much older times finances 
had to be extracted from those who held lands or property locally and carried certain responsibili-
ties in law for the provision of churches, graveyards, education and the poor. Inadequate school 
buildings and miserable salaries were a frequent concern, and these feature as a recurring theme 
in older Kirk records of the parish. Fees had to be levied on families – those of the poor paid for 
by the church – in order to provide for the children. Salaries also had to be supplemented by oth-
er means, such as proceeds gained from annual cock-fighting tournaments on Shrove Tuesday 
(Pancake Day)!!  

Thankfully things have moved on. Yet, today, although the Council provides for all core expens-
es, money is still tight. And, with budgets devolved to individual schools, the parent-school part-
nership remains vital. Staff, parents and pupils are all classed as 'stakeholders'. Hard-earned 
monies raised by the PTA pay for important 'extras'. The Parent Council supports the life and 
work of the school, albeit in a different way, and there is also a School Council, a fortnightly pupil 
forum with representatives from P3-P7. 

One of the major developments has been this emphasis on partnership, whether it be a greater 
consultative involvement with the wider community or monthly cluster meetings for Headteach-
ers. In our locality this includes Heads from all the schools which feed to Ross High in Tranent. 
40 years ago the emphasis was more educational. Now it is much more social, with a greater pri-
ority given to integration and co-ordination both locally and regionally. 

The curriculum has also changed several times – often brought about by a change in Govern-
ment and altering political perspectives on societal needs and priorities. Although educational es-
sentials remain basically the same, there are different emphases and initiatives which arise, each 
with new responsibilities and the administrative burdens that go with them. The development of 
the curriculum thus remains an ongoing responsibility but to this must be added many other 
changes in areas such as health and safety, child protection, and ways of evaluating 'attainment'. 
The pastoral care of staff and the general well-being of pupils now also feature much more high-
ly.  

It's a big responsibility. In our school, Mary McCall still frequently works with classes, but there is 
a lot to juggle and much time can be taken up with non-teaching-and-learning matters. With 170 
pupils currently on the roll, plus 29 in the nursery in the mornings and 19 in the afternoons, this 
requires plans to be kept flexible and responsive to what happens from day to day – whether it be 
something arising from pupils, parents, teachers, support staff, or something to do with facilities 
management (cleaning, school dinners, janitor and ground care). Headteachers work a long day 
but in Pencaitland the workload has increased over the past year with the loss of a Depute. The 
school roll has dropped just below the number which entitles such assistance. According to the 
census figures this is projected to continue to be the situation in the immediate future, although it 
may change in time depending on plans for additional new housing in the area. DT 
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David writes....... 

 

Celebration is in the air. Both school and Day Centre celebrated their 
anniversaries in May – each of which touches the lives of so many in our 
village. There are many memories and both younger and older members of 
the community have much to appreciate. A lot of hard work and commitment 
has been put in over the years to make them a success.  

Anniversaries mark beginnings and the achievements of time. Memories are 
significant and form a vital part of the story of how we got to where we are. 
Celebrations and festivals are thus an important part of communal life. We 
celebrate what we value and honour what is important to us.  

Yet, how we do it can be important too. It may therefore come as a surprise to know that cockerel 
fighting on Shrove Tuesday once featured prominently as one of the major highlights of the school year 
in much of Scotland. Or that schoolmasters would supplement their meagre salaries from the proceeds 
– tuppence per fighting bird introduced, one penny per child to watch, plus the birds that died and those 
that ran away.  

Although there does not appear to be any record of this in the Pencaitland school log books from the 
19th century – by which time the custom had already begun to die out – there is no reason to suppose it 
did not take place before that. As a rural, agricultural community close to Edinburgh (once a hotbed for 
the barbaric practice) Pencaitland would've been unlikely to have differed from other places.  It was not 
finally outlawed until 1895 and the accounts before that are well attested, including those from the likes 
of Adam Smith and Walter Scott. 

Fastren E'en was what we would call Shrove Tuesday or Pancake Day – the feast day before the start 
of Lent on Ash Wednesday (Lent being the forty-day fasting period running up to Easter). Traditionally 
viewed as a day to be 'shriven' (absolved of one's sins), it was the culmination of a three-day 
celebration, originally beginning on a Sunday but later changed to just one day (the Tuesday) by the 
start of the 20th century.  

The French call it Mardi Gras (Fat Tuesday) – a day to eat up excess quantities of meat, fish, eggs, fat 
and milk, which would be restricted during the Lent 
period. Hence  pancakes became a common feature 
of the occasion. It was a day to feast.  

Although no longer a public holiday, things were very 
different previously. Races and various forms of 
football (for both men and women) became a feature 
in many places and the Stewart kings held royal 
tournaments, with jousting. It also tended to become 
an occasion for all sorts of public revelry, with 
processions, dancing and large quantities of alcohol. 
Thus the origins of Mardi Gras in New Orleans and 
Carnival in Rio de Janiero – although, like Christmas 
for so many, their Christian roots have long since been 
obscured. 

Festivals are an important part of corporate life and 
'celebration' carries the twin sense of both joyful 
exuberance and thankful solemnity. Yet they also beg 
questions about what we should celebrate and why, 
plus how best to do it. So, thinking of that, let's ask 
ourselves, “What do we value most in our lives and 
how are we honouring it?” And where might God 
feature in things? Or does he at all? DT 

 

 

 

Noble grounds care ad 
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Fly me to the moon – never in a million years 

Flying to me is merely a means to an end. I’m not the best of travellers by any mode but I’m really 

not keen on flying – unlike hubby who, upon taking his seat, is straight into the literature in front of 

him. Not for the purposes of safety, I might add, no it’s the info on the plane, what type, how many 

passengers it takes, the routes the airline covers. As for me, it’s checking there’s a life vest under 

my seat and is this a new plane or one re-cycled from Transylvanian Airways.  

My worst experience was a joy (I use that term very loosely) ride in a twin-engined something or 

other, courtesy of a cousin-in-law. I should really have known better because this was my second 

trip with said pilot.  

On the first one in a single-engined thingummyjig I was accompanied by hubby and daughter no 1 

– daughter no 2, who’s a worse traveller than myself, was the sensible one remaining in the 

airport lounge. I say ‘airport lounge’ – it was really a shack plus sofa.  

Anyway, I sat in the back with our daughter while Biggles and Frequent Flyer occupied the front. 

As a passenger in the front seat of a car, hubby is not good – fiddles with the radio, looks in the 

glove compartment (goodness knows why because he is well aware of what’s in there), messes 

with the ventilation – you get the idea. Well, the plane was no different – everything was 

investigated. When his hand reached up to above the windscreen (does an aircraft have one?) 

and pulled out some cylindrical object leaving a gaping hole, that’s when hysteria broke out in the 

back and a demented voice screamed “Put that back and don’t touch anything else!” I don’t 

recollect anything else of that trip … 

Now let’s return to the second jaunt (which incidentally rhymes with ‘haunt’ and it truly does that 

to me).  

The fact cousin-in-law was a qualified pilot with many many flying hours and that this time our 

craft had two engines still didn’t inspire me with confidence. But dutifully I took my seat in the 

back alongside hubby who of course was thrilled yet again at the opportunity to circle the 

Viennese basin. The only basin I was interested in was the one I might need … but let’s not go 

there. 

Take-off was a breeze – literally, in the slip stream of a much larger, far more substantial looking 

aircraft. Up up and away, and we were on our way towards the foothills of Vienna. As I write I 

remember Doris Day singing ‘The Black Hills of Dakota’, in Calamity Jane. However, enough of 

pleasant thoughts. I must return to the skies above the Austrian capital. 

“Look over there to your left!” said our enthusiastic tour guide. Unfortunately I looked right – and 

all I could see were menacing black clouds. That was it, eyes remained shut for the remainder of 

the trip. Head wind, tail wind, cross wind, we had them all. With every bump and shudder my fist 

tightened on hubby’s sleeve until the blood supply to his lower arm was in danger of being cut off. 

At least I now know how to apply a tourniquet. I cannot recall how long our sojourn in the skies 

lasted, but to me it seemed like an eternity. In fact our flight was probably minutes rather than 

hours – our trip was cut short as a thunderstorm was indeed threatening. We returned to the 

airstrip without further ado. 

I stumbled out of that little plane, a shivering, sweaty wreck – terra firma had never felt more 

welcoming.  MS 
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Shake It Off 
My humans are taking me to a café which makes ice cream and 
muffins for dogs.  I am looking forward to it although they must 
know by now that I don’t turn up my little black nose at food 
intended for humans.  Apart from salad that it is - I quite enjoy 
grass now and again but cucumber? Yuk!   
It’s not really been ice cream weather at all this spring.  Usually by 
now I have to jump in rivers and burns to keep cool (sometimes its 
no fun having to wear two coats all the time),  but  so far I have just 
been jumping in for the usual reason: so I can jump out next to my 
humans and shake water over them, tee hee.   
The weather is an endless source of discussion with all the humans I meet, and quite 
often a source of complaint.  But I like the rain, it makes the grass lovely and juicy (not 
just for me but for the rabbits and hares I like to chase), and we don’t get so much that 
there are floods all the time.  I wouldn't want to live somewhere hot where there are 
droughts and fires either.  In fact for me the weather in Pencaitland is just right: there is 
always some mud somewhere that I can wallow in and then share with my humans.  

Fido 

 The Life-saving Foxglove 
As a lover of the bumble bee I am fond of the plants they visit and my favourite of 
these is the Foxglove. Its purple bell -shaped flowers are so large that the bumble 
bee’s body, no matter how large, is completely enveloped by the flower as he 
searches for the nectar right at the tip of the flower. The  busy buzzing sound 
reverberates and it seems like there is a veritable battle going on inside as his 
wings beat the petals as he tries to re-emerge and fly off to the next flower. 
The Foxglove has a bad press being described  as poisonous ( and so it is) but 
that same poison in the right amount has over the generations saved millions of 
people from a disease seldom heard of today, but common in the 1700s , that is 
“dropsy” ( today called oedema). In this disease the limbs and abdominal region swell greatly 
due, mainly, to a decrease in kidney function .In the most severe cases the patient could drown 
as the lungs filled with fluid. In the 18

th
 century there were many treatments for this including 

salves and potions, but there was also the very invasive treatment of 
‘tapping’ .  The affected area is punctured and a ‘drain ‘of string or a small 
metal tube is inserted.                              
This picture depicts an actual patient in her forties, suffering from a severe 
case of dropsy. Apart from the obvious problem of infection and the dangers 
associated with that    ( the need for sterile conditions was not known of at 
that time) is the fact that in order for the ‘drain’ to work the patient had to 
remain in an upright position for possibly up to three days! 
On to the scene comes William Withering (17 March 1741 – 6 October 1799) 
from Wellington in Shropshire; who studied Medicine at Edinburgh University. 
Withering first learned of the use of Foxglove ( called Digitalis) in treating 

"dropsy" from Mother Hutton, an old woman who practiced as a folk herbalist in his native 
Shropshire. She used the plant as part of a potion containing over 20 different ingredients to 
successfully treat this condition. Withering deduced that Digitalis was the "active" ingredient in 
the potion. Over the next nine years he carefully tried out different preparations and described 
the best and safest way of using it. As a result he discovered that dropsy was a symptom of 
heart disease. He showed that foxglove stimulated urination by causing the heart to pump more 
liquids to the kidneys. 
Digitalis has now been superseded by dopamine and other alkaloids but for millions of people 
over the generations it was a life-saver.  RB  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_Hutton
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 Community Council News     
 

WAR MEMORIAL: Parishioners may be interested to know 
that the Community Council, working with ELC, is seeking 
funding support for restoration work on Pencaitland War 
Memorial. 
 

LITTER PICK: Thanks to all the helpers at the 2016 Litter 
Pick. Congratulations to George Donohoe who was the lucky 
winner of the prize draw. Also a big thank you to   Greggs  the 
bakers for the generous support provided to the Litter Pick in 
the form of many sweet treats for returning pickers. Photos 
http://bit.ly/PCC-16A 

FAMILY FUNDAY: Pencaitland PTA presents a Family 
Funday, Sat 28 May, 3-5pm.This year's new-look Spring 
Fayre, including the very popular PPS bake-off competition 
and a family disco. Volunteers are always needed so get in 
quick if you'd like to choose your slot and stall! 
http://bit.ly/PCC-16B 

CYCLING/WALKING: Lots of improvement work slated 
connecting with Pencaitland Railway Walk.Recent minutes of 
East Lothian Cycle Forum highlight planned spending on 
improvements across East Lothian. The good news is work 
looks set to take place between Tranent and the outlying 
villages of Ormiston, Elphinstone and, of course, 
 Pencaitland . More info: http://bit.ly/PCC-16C 

BREAK-INS: We have had recent reports of a spate of 
break-ins around Pencaitland and, in particular, Boggs 
Holdings. The Community Council is asking everyone to be 
extra vigilant, ensuring that you lock all doors and windows 
and don’t leave valuables on display through windows or in 
cars. http://bit.ly/PCC-16D 

CORE PATHS NETWORK: Stephen becomes Pencaitland's 
paths go-to guy. Local man Stephen Mells has become a 
volunteer East Lothian Council pathways warden for the 
Pencaitland area. This involves ensuring that the core paths 
are accessible to all. Should there be any issues, such as 
obstruction or erosion, then it can be reported to Stephen on 
07521 415986. Minor issues, which can be resolved locally, 
will be carried out by Stephen along with fellow volunteers. 
Major problems will be reported to the relevant bodies in 
ELC.. 
 

Core paths are those which ELC have helped initiate and 
regularly report on and upkeep. There are many 
additional paths which, at this moment, are not classed 
as 'core paths' but may be in the future. As Stephen 
sums up, "The more paths kept up to standard and 
accessible the better for all of us". For a link to core 
paths maps visit http://bit.ly/PCC-16E 

The Boggs Community 
Association 

Just over a year ago an article in 
East Lothian Life about The 
Boggs Hall asked  whether the 
hall was at a turning point  in its 
history.   

After the sad death of Frank 
Stacey, who played such a large 
part in the BCA and maintaining 
the hall, there was a need to look 
to others to ensure the  
Association continued to be 
active in delivering community 
goals.  

Thanks to generous donations 
by hall users and the hard work 
of a small group of residents a 
number of refurbishments have 
been carried out. As important if 
not more than the renovations is 
the desire to maintain the hall’s 
place at the hub of what can be a 
rather disparate community 
given the layout of Boggs 
Holdings. In addition to ensuring 
the sound fabric of the hall, the 
Boggs Community Association is 
working to improve issues such 
as the road safety of residents. 
By the time this article is printed 
a craft fair will have been held to 
raise funds but also to ensure 
that a sense of community is 
continuing to be built. Work on 
the fair and the hall in general 
has already brought together a 
number of people who previously 
were strangers and this network 
is growing steadily with more 
welcome at any time whether 
from Boggs Holdings or further 
afield.  

The next stage in the history of 

the hall and the BCA is looking 

very positive  indeed.  

http://bit.ly/PCC-16A
http://bit.ly/PCC-16B
http://bit.ly/PCC-16C
http://bit.ly/PCC-16D
http://bit.ly/PCC-16E

